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PNS MOAWIN designed as “Fast 
Combat Support Ship”, primarily a 
tanker and her main role was to 
replenish the fleet units at High 
Seas. The keel of the ship was 
laid on 18th September 1962 at 
Rotterdamsche Drookdok Mij and 
was launched on 16 October 1963. 
Ship was first commissioned as 
Her Netherland Majesty’s Ship 
POOLSTER on 10th September 
1964. 

The Ship was decommissioned in 
Netherland Navy and subsequently 
handed over to Pakistan Navy at 

Naval Base DEN HELDER on 18th 
July 1994 and was commissioned 
as PNS MOAWIN.  

Captain Iftekhar Ahmed TB.t 
PN was appointed as first 
Commanding Officer of the ship. 
PNS MOAWIN sailed from the port 
of Den Helder on 15 August 1994 
and reached Karachi Harbour on 10 
September 1994. Upon arrival in 
Pakistan, induction ceremony was 
held at Karachi on 14 September 
1994. The then Chief of the 
Naval Staff Admiral Saeed 
Muhammad Khan NI (M) SB.t 

graced the occasion as Chief 
Guest.

Besides participating in various 
relief and rescue missions, PNS 
MOAWIN participated in Tsunami 
Relief Mission to Sri Lanka and 
Indonesia from 05 Jan to 04 Feb 
2005. Ship also delivered fresh 
water to the residents of Gwadar 
during the periods of acute 
shortage as an Humanitarian 
assistance.
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PAKISTAN NAVY CONDUCTS

WITH JAPAN, OMAN, RUSSIA &
US NAVIES 

BILATERAL EXERCISES 
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Pakistan Navy Ship ALAMGIR 
with embarked helicopter 
participated in bilateral exercises 

with Japanese Maritime Self 
Defence Force Ship ARIAKE, 
Royal Oman Navy Ship KHASSAB, 
Russian Federation Navy Ships 
STOIKY & KOLA and United States 
Navy Ship JOHN PAUL JONES in 
Gulf of Aden and North Arabian Sea. 
Exercises were aimed to enhance 
interoperability and augment 
collaborative efforts to ensuring 
maritime security in the region. 

PNS ALAMGIR is presently 
deployed to undertake Regional 
Maritime Security Patrol (RMSP) 
in Gulf of Aden and North Arabian 
Sea. These patrols are conducted as 

PN initiative to contribute toward 
regional maritime security and 
to support international efforts 
against the menace of maritime 
terrorism, piracy and narco-arms 
smuggling. 

Pakistan Navy remains committed 
to play role in ensuring maritime 
safety and security in the region. 
The ongoing RMSP deployment and 
participation in bilateral exercises 
by PNS ALAMGIR are testimony 
of PN resolve to ensure peace and 
order at sea while maintaining close 
relations with friendly navies.  



Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral 
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi visited 
Bahrain, UAE and Qatar.

During visit to Bahrain, the Naval Chief 
called on Commander-in-Chief Bahrain 
Defence Forces (BDF) H.E Field Marshal 
Shaikh Khalifa Bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, 
Commander Bahrain National Guard 
(BNG) His Royal Highness Major Gen 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Isa Bin Salman 
Al Khalifa, Commander Royal Bahrain 
Naval Forces (RBNF) Rear Admiral 
Mohammed Yousif Al Asam and Deputy 
Commander US NAVCENT Rear Admiral 
Curt Renshaw in separate meetings.

During visit to United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) CNS called on Chief of Staff 
UAE Armed Forces Lt General Hamad 
Mohamed Thani Al Rumaithi and 
Commander UAE Naval Forces Rear 
Admiral (Pilot) Saeed Bin Hamdan Al 
Nahyan separately.

During the visit to Qatar, the Naval 
Chief called on Chief of Staff Qatar 
Armed Forces (QAF) Lt General (Pilot) 
Ghanem bin Shaheen Al-Ghanem, 
Commander Qatar Emiri Naval Forces 

(QENF) Major General Abdullah 
Hassan Al-Sulaiti and Commander 
Qatar Emiri Air Force (QEAF) Major 
General (Pilot) Salem Hamad Eqail 
Al-Nabet.

During the separate meetings 
with military leadership of 
respected countries, matters 
related to maritime security and 
bilateral defence collaborations 
were discussed. The Naval Chief 
highlighted Pakistan Navy’s 
initiative of Regional Maritime 
Security Patrol and contributions 
of Pakistan Navy to maintain peace 
and order at Indian Ocean Region. 
The dignitaries greatly appreciated 
role and contributions of Pakistan 
Navy in maintaining peace and 
stability in the region.  

CNS VISITS BAHRAIN, 
QATAR & UAE
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PAKISTAN 
NAVY SHIP 
ON OVERSEAS 
DEPLOYMENT 
IN AFRICA
DEVELOPING
STRONG BONDS 
FRIENDSHIPS, 
EXTENDING 
HUMANITARIAN 
ASSISTANCE,
HIGHLIGHTING 
PLIGHT OF 
KASHMIRIS
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Benin

Niger

Pakistan Navy Ship NASR visited 
Cotonou Port of Benin and 
Mombasa, Kenya during 

Humanitarian Assistance 
and Disaster Relief (HADR) 
mission to African countries. 
Previously, the ship also visited 
ports of Djibouti and Sudan 
port during the deployment.

As a gesture of solidarity and 
friendship, PNS NASR delivered 
food aid at Niger and Benin during 
ceremonies held at Port Cotonou. 
The events were attended by 
high level government and 
military officials of Niger and 
Benin including Deputy Minister 
for Humanitarian Assistance 
and Disaster Management of 
Niger, Deputy Director of Benin 
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Sudan

Djibouti

Pakistan

The port visits to 
all the host countries 
were amply utilized 
to update the 
dignitaries in host 
countries about 
the deteriorating 
situation in the 
Indian Occupied 
Jammu & Kashmir. 

Presidency Office, Ambassador of 
Niger at Benin, General Secretary of 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Benin 
and Ambassador of Pakistan to 
Niger. The Officials of both countries 
paid special tribute and thanked 
Government of Pakistan and 
Pakistan Navy for the kind gesture 
and provision of humanitarian 
assistance. Earlier, Pakistan Navy 
Ship NASR also handed over 
similar food aid support for the 
people of Djibouti and Sudan.

Mission Commander conveyed 
sincere regards from Chief of the 
Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad 
Amjad Khan Niazi to the people 
of visiting countries.    

Kenya



COMBINED TASK FORCE

& PAKISTAN NAVY’S 
CONTRIBUTION

Combined Maritime Forces (CMF) 
is an enduring global maritime 
partnership of willing nations 

aligned in common purpose to 
uphold the International Rules-
Based Order (IRBO) by countering 
illicit actors on the high seas and 
promoting security, stability and 
prosperity across approximately 3.2 
million square miles of international 
waters, which encompass some of 
the world’s most important shipping 
lanes. CMF currently operates 
three Combined Task Forces (CTFs) 
including CTF-150, CTF-151 and 
CTF-152.

CTF-151 is one of the three task 
forces operated by Combined 
Maritime Forces (CMF). CTF-151’s 
mission is to deter, disrupt, suppress 
piracy , armed robbery at sea and 
engage with regional and partner 
nations to strengthen counter 
piracy capabilities in order to 
protect global maritime commerce 
and secure freedom of navigation. 
CTF-151 was established in January 
2009 with a specific mandate to 
counter piracy, currently endorsed 
under UNSC Resolution 2500 
(2019). Command of CTF-151 is 
given to CMF partner nations on a 
three to six month rotation basis. 
Pakistan has the unique distinction 
of commanding this task force nine 
times, most by any other nation. 

Modern day piracy off the coast 
of Somalia has grown from the 
economic, social and political strife 
that has gripped the country since 
the mid-1990s. Since inception 
of CTF-151 in 2009, piracy has 
effectively been suppressed in CMF 
Area of Operations (AOO). Although 
there has been no incident of 
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piracy in the last year, however, it may 
resurface any time as the root causes 
of piracy persists. Therefore, CTF 151’s 
mission to deter and disrupt piracy at 
sea remains relevant. The Area of 
Operation (AOO) for CTF-151 is maritime 
and air area outside of territorial waters 
of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden (GOA), 
Arabian Sea, Gulf of Oman and Strait 
of Hormuz. The AOO is bounded by 
Pakistan, Iran, UAE, Oman, Yemen, 
Somalia, Djibouti, Saudi Arabia, Eritrea 
and Egypt. CTF-151’s core area of 
operation is a vital artery of world trade 
that includes the main shipping route 
to and from the choke points of Bab-el 
Mandeb and Suez connected with Gulf 
of Aden through Red Sea.

Since taking over command, in line 
with the mission, Pak led CTF-151 is 
maintaining consistent Counter Piracy 
(CP) patrols by surface platforms in 
AOO. Aircraft and helicopters from 
participating nations also provide an 
over watch right across the Gulf of Aden 
and off the Somali coast.

Recently, Pak led CTF-151 has 
conducted Focused Operation (FO) 
named TAHAFFUZ, in which coordinated 
CP patrols and surveillance missions 
were conducted in Gulf of Aden (GOA) 
by assets from nine nations including 
Canada, Djibouti, Greece, Japan, Oman, 
Pakistan, Spain, USA and Yemen. PNS 
Alamgir from Pakistan Navy participated 
in this international effort and also 
availed the opportunity to conduct 
training exercises with the US and Japan 
Maritime Self Defense Force ships. The 
highlight was the maiden participation 
by Pakistan Navy Joint Maritime 
Information Coordination Center in the 
Focused Operation by providing swift 
information linkage between various 
maritime stakeholders.
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ASAD AL BAHR-II
PAKISTAN NAVY &
QATAR EMIRI NAVAL FORCES JOINT EXERCISE
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Pakistan Navy Ships ALAMGIR 
& AZMAT during Overseas 
Deployment visited port HAMAD 

(Doha), Qatar and participated in 
bilateral exercise Asad Al Bahr-
II with Qatar Emiri Naval Forces 
(QENF).  

Upon arrival at Doha, PN ships were 
warmly welcomed by senior officers 
of QENF and Defence Attache 
of Pakistan. During the visit the 
Mission Commander of PN Flotilla 
called on various dignities of host 

country. In addition, the planning 
and coordination of bilateral 
exercise was undertaken with Qatar 
Emiri Naval and Air Force officers.

On completion of port visit, the 
bilateral exercise Asad Al Bahr-II 
was undertaken between PN and 
QENF ships HUWAR, DAMSAH and 
KAAN participated in the exercise 
along with aircraft of Qatar Emiri 
Air Forces (QEAF). The exercise 
was aimed to strengthen bilateral 
ties, enhance naval collaboration 

and interoperability among the two 
navies.  Participation in exercise 
Asad Al Bahr-II is a manifestation 
of PN resolve to work with friendly 
navies to promote peace and 
security in the region. 

Pakistan and Qatar enjoy closed 
friendly ties and cordial relations. 
Port visit by PN ships followed by 
Ex Asad Al Bahr-II is expected to 
contribute in further enhancing 
the bilateral ties between friendly 
countries.  
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PRESIDENT 
AZAD JAMMU 
& KASHMIR 
VISITS NHQ

President Azad Jammu & Kashmir 
(AJK), Sardar Masood Khan 
Called-on Chief of the Naval 

Staff Admiral Muhammad Amjad 
Khan Niazi at Naval Headquarters, 
Islamabad.

During the meeting, matters related 

security situation in Kashmir region 
and human rights violations in 
Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu & 
Kashmir (IIOJK) were discussed. 

While showing solidarity, the Naval 
Chief reiterated the resolve that 
entire Pakistani nation and Pakistan 

Navy will continue to support the 
struggle of Kashmiri people.

President Azad Jammu & Kashmir 
praised and acknowledged the 
resolve, commitment and support 
of Pakistan Armed Forces to the 
cause of Kashmiris.  
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ITALIAN DEPUTY DEFENCE GENERAL SECY , VICE 
ADMIRAL DARIO GIACOMIN

AMBASSADOR OF JAPAN TO PAKISTAN,
 H.E KUNINOR MATSUDA

Ambassador of Japan to Pakistan, 
H.E Kuninor Matsuda and Italian 
Deputy Defence General Secy, 

Vice Admiral Dario Giacomin called 
on Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 

Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi at 
Naval Headquarters, Islamabad. 

During separate Call-ons with 
Naval Chief, both dignitaries 

discussed the matters of mutual 
interest and cooperation.   

FOREIGN CIVIL & MILITARY 
DIGNITARIES VISIT NHQ



Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi, 
visited PAF Air War College 

Institute. On his arrival the Naval 
Chief was received by President 
Air War College Institute, Air Vice 
Marshal Zulfiqar Ahmed. The 
Admiral congratulated the AWCI 
team for achieving the educational 
standards worthy of an institute 
of the highest caliber as the 
college was formally conferred the 
status of an Independent Degree 
Awarding Institute by the President 
of Pakistan, on 20 Jan, 2021.  

Addressing the Air War Course 

participants, CNS said that we 
must keep abreast of the emerging 
trends and make endeavors to deal 
with complex and dynamic security 
environment facing the world 
today. He added that jointness 
remained central to the modern 
concept of military operations as 
no force could achieve success in 
today’s warfare single handedly. 
Later on, the Naval Chief also met 
foreign officers undergoing course 
at the premier institution.  

PAF Air War College Institute is the 
prestigious institution of Pakistan 
Air Force, where mid level officers 

of Pakistan Armed Forces and 
friendly countries are prepared 
for assumption of key Command 
and Staff appointments. During 
the course the course participants 
are exposed to over a hundred 
subject matter experts including: 
Civil & Military Professionals, 
Diplomats, Scholars/ Academicians, 
Lawyers, Industrialists, Scientists, 
Economists and Media Personnel. 
Exclusive Interaction with foreign 
faculty and strategists is also 
ensured to provide depth and 
academic rigor to the course.  
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The newly appointed Chief of the 
Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Zaheer 
Ahmed Baber Sidhu visited Naval 

Headquarters after assumption 
of Command and met Chief of the 
Naval Staff, Admiral Muhammad 
Amjad Khan Niazi. 

Upon arrival at Naval Headquarters, 
Chief of the Air Staff was received 
by Naval Chief. A smartly turned 
out contingent of Pakistan Navy 
presented Guard of Honour. The 
visiting dignitary laid wreath at 
Shuhada Monument and was 

introduced to Principal Staff 
Officers at Naval Headquarters. 

Later, the Air Chief called on Chief of 
the Naval Staff at his office.  During 
the meeting, Chief of the Naval 
Staff congratulated Chief of the 
Air Staff on assuming Command 
of Pakistan Air Force. The Naval 
Chief said that Pakistan Navy and 
Pakistan Air Force will continue the 
endeavours to enhance synergy 
and seamless integration in all 
important operational and other 
inter-services undertakings. The 
Naval Chief expressed his well 
wishes that Pakistan Air Force will 
further progress and attain greater 
heights under the able Command 
of Air Chief Marshal Zaheer Ahmed 
Baber Sidhu.

Air Chief Marshal also assured PAF’s 
full support and pledged to work 
together in making the defence of 
the country impregnable.  

NEW 
AIR CHIEF VISIT 
TO NHQ
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COMMAND & 
STAFF CONFERENCE 

Command and Staff Conference 
of Pakistan Navy was chaired by 
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 

Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi. 

Matters related to geo strategic 
milieu, national security, operational 
preparedness, training and welfare 
of troops were reviewed. Briefings 
on various ongoing and future 
developmental projects of Pakistan 
Navy were also given to Chief of 
the Naval Staff. The forum reviewed 
the security situation in Indian 
Illegally Occupied Jammu & Kashmir 
(IIOJ&K) and reaffirmed the support 
for Kashmiris.

The Naval Chief expressed 
confidence over operational 
preparedness of Pakistan Navy to 
meet all challenges. The forum also 
discussed COVID-19 situation and 
reaffirmed implementation of Govt 
policies to restrict countrywide 
spread of the pandemic. The 
conference was held following 
effective COVID-19 preventive 
SOPs.

Command & Staff Conference is the 
apex decision making body of Pakistan 
Navy in which Chief of the Naval Staff 
along with Principal Staff Officers 
and Field Commanders undertake 
strategic review of Pakistan Navy’s 
Policies and Plans as well as the 
prevailing security environment.

THE NAVAL CHIEF 
EXPRESSED CONFIDENCE 
OVER OPERATIONAL 
PREPAREDNESS OF 
PAKISTAN NAVY TO MEET 
ALL CHALLENGES
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Since after independence 
particularly after the 60s, 
Pakistan was remained engulfed 

under the storm of external 
forces including uninterrupted 
foreign interventions, indefinite 
repercussions of war on terror, 
consistent political unrest, poor 
legislative and social empowerment 
and now the stubbornly prevalent 
Covid-19 Pandemic which is 
responsible for the death toll of over 

millions and paralysis of  56000 
business sectors globally. The Post 
Covid-19 Pandemic realities have 
reminded mankind that survival is 
not for the fittest but for the agile 
and resilient nations. In this context, 
the full-throttled anticorruption 
drive of the Govt and bringing the 
inflammable economic indicators 
back to positive levels, including 
the recently announced stimulus 
incentive package of Rs 1.24 trillion 

for the revival of the economy is 
notably seen as unprecedented in 
history.

Notwithstanding above, the 
role of Armed forces i.e Bahria 
and Shaheen Foundations and 
Army Welfare Trust in uplift of 
social programs including health, 
education, agriculture, fertilizer and 
cement industry for the revamp 
of the civil economy of Pakistan 

Cdr Adnan Umer PN 

ENVISIONING STRATEGIC 
PROCUREMENT FOR A SUSTAINABLE 
AND RESILIENT  PAKISTAN

16
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is commendable. Nonetheless, 
Pakistan Navy 24/7 security cover 
for the successful accomplishment 
of CPEC projects at Gwadar port 
is plausible. The role of PN stands 
out to be predicatively sustainable, 
as Blue Economy is absolutely 
advantageous for Pakistan among 
other Asian/regional countries 
in terms of natural resources, 
fisheries, exploitation of coastal 
sights tourism, seaborne trade and 

source of sea food 

and energy. The said aspect has also 
been acknowledged by the Govt by 
declaring in February, year 2020 as 
the “Year of Blue Economy”.

As the Covid-19 pandemic has 
redefined that “Stability should 
never be taken for granted and 
unplanned event can invalidate the 
expectations of the most trusted 
partners”. In this backdrop, all the 
aforesaid civil-military sustainable/

economic reforms be governed 
under the competency framework 
of best practices of procurement 
and supply chain lead by innovative 
leaders instead of traditional 
practices/managers to secure 
absolute/ competitive advantage 
for the business industry of 
Pakistan and its Military power. In 
this context, Chartered Institute of 
Procurement and Supply (CIPS) (UK) 
and Association of Supply Chain 
Management (ASCM) (USA) are the 

sole governing bodies which hold 
licensing authority in Procurement 
and Supply Chain respectively and 
their best practices /standards are 
being benchmarked globally. The 
role of CIPS (Pakistan) at Islamabad 
(subsidiary branch of CIPS UK) in 
highlighting the significance of the 
said practices/standards of CIPS for 
the private procurement and supply 
sectors of Pakistan is noteworthy. 
For Pakistan’s business industries 

and Military procurement and 
logistics sectors, championing the 
said global practices from the said 
institutions is a critical need of the 
hour. The best practices of (CIPS) 
UK evolve on the four basic pillars 
as under:

Building Infrastructure and Market 
Intelligence
The Process
The Performance
The People Development

In addition to above, the 
government should now constitute 
a Sustainable Procurement 
Task Force comprising of Civil 

and Military professionals 
preferably (Chartered 

Procurement/
Supply chain 

Professionals 
from 
International 
Bodies 

(preferably CIPS/
ASCM Certified) 

responsible to draft a 
Pakistan Public Procurement 

and Supply Chain Directive to 
issue policy guidelines & SOPs on 
Procurement and Supply Chain for 
the Public (Military)/Private sectors 
of Pakistan. The draft may be 
inclusive (but not limited to) of the 
following recommendations.

Induction of Procurement and 
Supply Chain as a Major Subject in 
Education System of Pakistan: 
Procurement and Supply Chain 
must be inducted as a major 
business subject preferably at 
the matric level, equivalent to 
other compulsory subjects. This 
would certainly, strengthen 
the fundamental concepts of 
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Procurement & Supply vis-â-vis 
Business & Finance of our future 
Supply Chain leaders, Economists, 
Business Analyst and Procurement 
Professionals in Civil and Military 
Sectors etc.

Practicing SOPs with full 
Governance and Authority: 

Ideally, each echelon of Supply 
Chain/Procurement is driven by its 
unique business process/activity 
based on Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs).However, in 
Pakistan the tendency of practicing 
“One Size Fit For All” and Re-
inventing the wheel is most usually 
preferred over best practices, 
which tends to result into low ROIs 
(Returns on investments) in the 
business, thus directly affecting 
the growth rate of Pakistan against 
current target of 2.5% as set by the 
Govt. Therefore, it is recommended 
that Procurement and Supply 
Chain Functions are to be practiced 
with appropriate SOPs and best 
practices with full governance 
and authority. The EU Public 
Procurement Directive should 
be seen as an example for ready 
reference.

The Power of Supplier-Buyer 
Partnership In Pakistan, unlike 
the developed countries i.e Euro 
area and US, Supplier-Buyer 
Partnership is treated as 
Distributive Bargaining, which 
means one party is winner over 
the expense of the other. This type 
of relationship is short termed and 
does not offer value addition in 
product or desired service levels. 
Therefore, Integrated Bargaining is 
recommended as a best practice to 

secure a Win-Win situation both at 
buyer and supplier end for achieving 
sustainable outcomes and service 
delivery.

The Critical Need of Sustainability: 
Sustainability is now a gold coin 
of the post pandemic era, where 
consumer of 2020 has shouldered 
a great deal of responsibility on 
procurement teams and supply 
chains to deliver Value Added 
Service Delivery offering non 
price features i.e Renewable 
energy, Lowest Carbon foot 
prints, Safety/Health, Innovation, 
Value for Money, Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR), Time 
Scales, Shortest lead-times, lean 
management and Reverse Logistics 
etc. Therefore, the government 
must focus on the concept of 
Triple Bottom Line (People, Profit 
& Planet) (3Ps) instead of profits 
and low front cost respectively.

Effective Spend Management 
Methodology: 

As projected by IMF, Pakistan is in 
the grip of stagflation. The fund 
forecasted the growth rate of 
Pakistan at 1%, inflation at 8.8% 
and current account deficit at 
2.5% of GDP. In the post Covid-19 
era,  global businesses are 
cash starved, seeking  for more 
liquidity and cash inflows , with  
deeper visibility and focus on the 
management of cash out flows and 
its spend management. Therefore, 
it is recommended that financial 
management methodology may be 
replaced with spend management 
in today’s increasingly competitive, 
dynamic and volatile supply-
market.

Embracing the Technological Race 
and Innovation: The repercussions 
of Covid-19 Pandemic have 
compelled organizations to 
urgently embrace the technological 
superiority over its competitors, to 
confront unprecedented scenarios 
i.e. Shutdowns / Lockdowns 
for indefinite periods etc. The 
technological superiority may 
include i.e.Artificial intelligence 
(AI), Predictive Analytics, Machine 
Learning (Ml), Block Chain, Cloud 
and Internet of Things (IOT) etc. 
In this backdrop, it is strongly 
recommended that the National 
Supply Chain Framework (Civil/
Military) may include such 
superiority to avoid supply 
disruptions, production halts and 
unpredictable slumps in the growth 
rate and service levels, while 
maintaining responsiveness and 
competitiveness with the flexible 
Commercial and Military Marts 
across the globe.

I am confident that Pakistan Navy 
will draw most of the useful from 
the aforesaid to reconfigure its 
Supply Chains as nimble, leaner 
and robust and to predicatively 
benchmark its Supply Chains 
and Procurement Methodologies 
with best practices of CIPS like 
professional bodies. This would 
augment PN, with unfathomable 
opportunities to deliver most 
competitive, advantageous, secure, 
sustainable, agile and resilient 
logistics support for the best interest 
of Pakistan’s Blue Economy, CPEC 
Projects, Operational Readiness, 
Maritime and Naval Operations 
across the globe.  
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Hira Zainab
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Fairy tales are present in every 
tradition and region yet despite 
their abundance, they all seem alike 
as they talk about virtues and vices, 
morality and immortality, good 
behavior and wicked behavior, and 
so on. Similarly, all fairy tales follow 
the same plot wherein kind female 
protagonists face challenges at 
the start, and eventually, they 
overcome those challenges with 
the help of brave male protagonists 
and live happily ever after. In short, 
these stories seem universal and 
appeals to everyone, so much so 
that we tend to give them to our 
children, thinking that they will 
help them in broadening their 
imagination. However, in doing 
so, we overlook the grey areas 
within these stories that hinder 
the creative abilities of children 
and societies at large. Fairy tales 
are heavily laden with patriarchal 
discourses that consciously 
exploits and manipulates the 
readers, making them believe 
that the narratives given in 
them are common and normal. 

Fairy tales that we have today can 
be traced back to the times when 
stories were told orally to create 
communal bonds. In Germany, 
about a century ago, the brothers 
Grimm started compiling the fairy 
tales from old German women who 
worked as spinners. Spinning during 
those times was a communal activity 
dominated by women and oral tales 
were their only entertainment. The 
Grimm brothers initially printed the 
original version which was grim 
and talked about the social ills of 
the society. However, with time, 
they carefully crafted and doctored 

these stories to reach out to the 
wider readership. For instance, the 
original story of Hensel and Gretel 
is set in the context of a famine 
that struck Europe and other parts 
of the world from 1314 to 1322. 
William Rosen in his book The Third 
Horseman gives an account of the 
Estonian chronicle which states 
that in 1315 parents were “fed 
their children”, which is a horrible 
background to the story of Hensel 
and Gretel. Nevertheless, this 
gruesome context was consciously 
removed, and a humane narrative 
was constructed wherein two 
siblings end up at an old wicked 
witches’ place after they were 
abandoned by their kind father and 
cruel stepmother. But the story 
ends on a happy note wherein 
the siblings burn the witch and 
return to their father safe and 
sound. The demonic figure who put 
these children was not a natural 
calamity, rather, a wicked witch 
and evil stepmother were now to 
be blamed. The Grimm brothers 
undoubtedly created a softer 
narrative of the original stories but 
in doing so, they brought these fairy 
tales within a patriarchal dominion 
and moved them away from 
their primary source i.e. women.

The characterization and identities 
in fairy tales are constructed 
around the binaries of good and 
bad. The female protagonist is a 
morally upright girl with the most 
attractive physical features. She 
is a kindhearted, naïve, innocent, 
pure, passive, and weak girl who is 
entrapped by some evil entity. She 
is unable to take the reins of her life 
into her own hands and patiently 

waits for a prince charming who 
would liberate her from the clutches 
of the monstrous entity. Snow 
White, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty, 
and Cinderella are examples of such 
beautiful and attractive damsels 
in distress. On the other hand, a 
less beautiful female character 
is portrayed as suspicious and 
insecure, which is why she makes 
life miserable for the female 
protagonist. Similarly, old women 
and stepmothers are portrayed 
as ugly, sinful, and devilish who 
keeps on plotting schemes to put 
the female protagonist in danger. 
These characters are outspoken 
and usually, they do not require any 
male character to protect or save 
them. Instead, these characters put 
the male protagonists in a position 
where they feel intimidated and 
challenged. For instance, the 
witches in Rapunzel and Sleeping 
Beauty challenge the prince 
and king respectively. Similarly, 
the stepmothers in Hensel and 
Gretel, Snow White and Cinderella 
intimidate, misguide and scare their 
husbands so much that they end 
up abandoning their children or 
putting them in tough situations. 
Hence these characters are given 
an evil identity which generates 
this notion in the minds of the 
readers that women who possess 
unattractive physical features are 
inherently bad, mischievous, and 
treacherous whereas beautiful, 
elegant, and gorgeous women 
possess a lovable character. 

As mentioned above, the plot of 
fairy tales revolves greatly around 
the dichotomy of beauty and 
ugliness. This usually puts the 



male characters in the background 
and their voice is heard only when 
they go on the quest of rescuing 
their victimized heroine. These 
heroes are described as handsome 
and brave princesses who liberate 
their heroine by killing the ugly 
and dangerous old witches. Hence 
violence is seen as a positive trait 
of handsome men, but the same 
violence is seen in a negative light 
when women exercise it because 
this makes them uncultured and 
monstrous. This connotes that in 
patriarchal structure, the women 
who are submissive, passive and 
wait for their male counterparts 
to rescue them from misery are 
acceptable whereas, the women 
who challenge such notions and use 
violence threaten the patriarchal 
fabric and therefore, it becomes 
the moral duty of the hero to 
destroy such women. Besides this, 
the absence of old men in these 
narratives is an interesting point 
that illustrates that women are 
heavily stereotyped as good, and evil 
based solely on their appearance.

Gender is performative which 
means that gender performs, 
repeats, and mimics the activities 
that are assigned to it by society. 
This implies that the gender roles 
are deliberately constructed by 
the dominant ideology, which in 
the case of fairy tales is patriarchy. 
The ideal women in fairy tales 
are not only pretty but they also 
manage the household without any 
cry for help. These ideal women 
who can manage the households 
are eventually bestowed by the 
ultimate gift of marriage. On the 
other hand, lazy characters like 

Cinderella’s stepsisters who take no 
interest in home chores are deprived 
of marriage which upsets them 
greatly. Similarly, men are portrayed 
as dominant entities, usually in the 
roles of kings, princesses, or as 
heads of their households. These 
dominant figures tend to enjoy 
meals, joke around, and usually do 
chores outside their homes. The 
seven dwarfs, for instance, are a 
perfect example in this regard who 
instruct Snow White to do the home 
chores whereas hunting is the task 
that they assign to themselves. 
Hence, these stories assign fixed 
roles and tasks, that are carefully 
crafted by patriarchal order, to both 
male and female genders and we as 
readers receive these gender roles 
without questioning their legitimacy.

Fairy tales are considered as a 
product that is targeted towards 
children and young audiences 
however, these narratives are 
deeply rooted in the patriarchal web 
that generates gender stereotypes 
on one hand and fixed gender roles 
on the other. They consist of a 
supposedly simple plot, but complex 
ideas are induced in them that 
children accept passively. These 
ideas become part of children’s 
psyche as they start accepting 
these ideas as universal truths 
without really questioning them. 
They look up to their favorite heroes 
and heroines and wish to be like 
them without understanding the 
politics of patriarchal power with is 
at play. Hence, the argument that 
these stories broaden the horizon of 
children becomes questionable.  
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The engines purred, the props whirred
The Cessna slowly stirred.
Pressure on the brakes released
It steadily picked up speed.
A tug so gentle on the stick
Gave us an upward flick.
Up and up through the air we soared,
Through the stratus clouds we gored,
On wings of golden gossamer
Floated high, not ever
Thought of life below,
Just up and higher to go.
With white and blue and gold around
Heavenward were we bound.
One floats so lights, feels so free
Nearer, my God, to thee.
You have power, you have might,
The world lies in your sights;
A strange, defenceless, puny thing,
So to speak, under your wing.
With firm and steady hand
Guided by a maestro’s wand,
It turns, it banks, it veers
To music of the spheres.
Descending windingly,
Homeward bound are we;
Distorted human faces
Longingly watch us whiz,

Children strain to see
And clap their hands with glee.
How lovely look the green- topped trees
Rustling in the summer breeze.
The world’s a pretty enchanting place
When viewed from cloud’s estate.
Eleven O’clock the runway lies
Seems smaller though in size.
Clearing obstacles one by one,
We girt up for the final run.
On turning finals, the runway stared
As down for landing we geared;
Saw it rush at me,
‘Twas all that I could see;
I felt the plane rebound,
Right off the gaping ground,
A few soft thuds and then
Taxiing were we to the pen.

Rear Admiral (Retd) Pervaiz Asghar

POETRY



In this time of uncertainty, families and teachers are struggling to 
help children learn at home. Many kids and adults are struggling with 
self-regulation, finding it difficult to stay motivated and focused on 
schoolwork without the structure of the classroom. These tips can help 
parents and caregivers foster their children’s self-regulation to promote 
creativity and engagement in schoolwork.

Prepare a place as free of distraction as 
possible for children, encouraging them 
to take breaks between periods of work, 
and praising on-task behaviour and task 
completion.

Break tasks down into smaller “bite- size” 
pieces, and clearly describe what successful 
task completion looks like while keeping in 
mind specific task requirements.

Give children choices in areas that they 
can control and include them in decisions 
about their own behavior. This promotes 
self-regulation more effectively than just 
giving commands.

Create opportunities for play. Games and 
creative play can stimulate useful self-
regulatory skills.

Protect children online, discuss the internet 
with your children so that they know how it 
works, what they need to be aware of, and 
what appropriate behavior looks like on 
the platforms they use, such as video calls.

KIDS CORNER



K2 has a singular place in high-altitude 
mountaineering. It is the second highest peak 
in the world at 8,611 metres above sea level. 
It has long been known as the mountaineer’s 
mountain.

Gashurbrum I also known as Hidden 
Peak or K4, is the 11th highest mountain in 
the world at 8,080 metres above sea level. It 
is located on the Pakistani–Chinese border 
in Gilgit–Baltistan region of Pakistan and 
Xinjiang region of China.

Nanga Parbat is the 9th highest 
mountain in the world at 8,126 metres 
above sea level. An immense, dramatic 
peak rising far above its surrounding 
terrain, Nanga Parbat is also a notoriously 
difficult climb.

Broad Peak also known as K5, is the 
12th highest mountain in the world at 8,051 
metres above sea level. It is located in the 
Karakoram, on the border between Gilgit–
Baltistan region of Pakistan, and Xinjiang, 
China.

Muhammad Ali Sadpara (Late) February 1976 – February 2021 was a Pakistani high-altitude 
mountaineer. He was first-ever winter ascent to the summit of Nanga Parbat in 2016. Sadpara 
was notable for having successfully climbed a grand total of eight eight-thousanders throughout 
his career—four of which he had ascended in a single calendar year.







As is generally known, the RIN Mutiny 
of 1946, which started in Bombay in the 
month of February, quickly spilled over to 
the three naval training establishments 
in Karachi on Manora. The mutineers 
(leading rates and below) then swarmed 
on board an RIN sloop (sloops were 1,000-
ton convoy-defence vessels of World War 
II) that was about to flee the harbour from 
a berth at East Wharf.  The warship, with 
its 4-inch guns, was now in the hands of 
the young mutineers.

According to many accounts written 
about that Mutiny, the British Army 
retook the ship by cleverly planning an 
attack the next day at 1030, which was 
the time of low water.  The water would 
then be too low for the mutineers to use 
the ship’s main guns effectively. 

Those who have had the ‘privilege’ of 
carrying out countless OOD duties on 
naval ships in Karachi harbour have 
to take this ‘low water’ business with 
a pinch of salt.  But where could one 
find the tide tables of Pre-Partition 
days, to check this matter out? The 
Hydrographer of the PN, of course!  It 
was a long shot, but worth a try.  And so 
the Hydrographer, Captain M Shahzad, 
was asked: Could he please provide the 
heights of the tide at Karachi – of 75 
years ago!?  Specifically – at 1030 on 22 
February 1946? 

His reply was, as expected, that he did 
not have the tide tables for Karachi for 
1946.  But not to worry, he said; he 

would get those heights of tides.  But 
could it wait a bit, he asked – because 
he was a bit tied up with Exercise Aman 
2021.

Certainly.  What were a couple of weeks 
– compared to 75 years!
True to his word Shahzad called back a 
couple of weeks later and said that he 
had worked out the tides for 20, 21 and 
22 February 1946 – by using what he 
called the ‘harmonic constituents and 
back tidal predictions of observed tides 
of 5 years’.  (These wonderful young 
officers and their calculating machines!)  
From those heights of tides the ones that 
were required – for 22 February – are 
given below.  Shahzad gave the heights 
in meters; they have been converted to 
feet, the measure in those days.
0900:  2.3 ft – the time of low water.
1000:  2.9 ft.
1100:  3.9 ft.

And to these he added some additional 
nuggets of information: namely, that the 
vertical separation from Chart Datum 
to the top of the jetties at East Wharf is 
13.7 ft, and that spring tides do not go 
below Chart Datum in the winter months, 
they do that in the summer monsoon 
months.

An old photograph of that sloop was then 
found, on which men, wearing shorts, 
are lined up on the foxcle (for entering 
or leaving harbour).  A pair of dividers 
revealed that her gun deck was roughly 
three man-heights above the waterline.  
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That gave her a freeboard of about 
18 feet.  Thus, taking 18 feet as the 
height of the gun-deck, and 3.28 feet 
as the height of tide at 1030, then 
the sloop’s gun deck would have been 
7.54 feet higher than the jetty. 

That is the height of a very tall man 
indeed!  (The exceptional Alam 
Channa was 7.7 feet.)
Ergo, on the forenoon of 22 February 
1946 the guns of the sloop would 
have been quite clear for firing.  And 
she apparently did fire off some wild 
shots into Karachi, before she was 
overrun by the British Army.

Afterwards:
Interestingly, the name of this RIN 
sloop was INS Hindustan.  At the 
time of Partition this old sloop, with 
that name, was allotted to Pakistan. 
(Someone in the Armed Services 
Reconstitution Committee must have 
had a sense of humour!) It seems that 
the ship wasn’t too happy about it 
either, for she had to be towed all the 
way from Bombay to Karachi!
In Karachi, the ailing Hindustan could 
only be used as a harbour training 
ship for Stokers (the good-old name 
for engine room sailors).   She was 
renamed Karsaz and was made use of 
for five years before being sold off as 
scrap.   Her gun, the 4-inch gun that 
had fired those shots into Karachi, 
still stands guard outside the admin 
building of the present day PNS 
Karsaz.




